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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
From Woodstock to the Okavango. How a bookworm turned flower child found
joy in traveling the world
(Boiling Springs, PA, September 2022) – This memoir by award-winning suspense author
Sherry Knowlton tells the story of a small-town Pennsylvania girl who stretched her horizons,
tested her limits, and traveled to 50 countries on six continents.
This first of two volumes follows author Sherry and her husband
Mike's post-college tour of America in their hippie van. It
describes regular hikes of the Appalachian and Rocky Mountain
backcountry; tells the stories of how she stared in the eyes of a
spirit bear, went on a hunt with Hadzabe bushman, and, driven by
a love of wild animals, visit Africa again and again.
Augmented by stunning photographs by Knowlton and her
husband, Beyond the Sunset is a love letter to all those explorers
with a nine to five job and a zest for travel. Beyond the Sunset
(Volume 1) is available from Sunbury Press, Inc. on September 13,
2022.

About the Author:
Sherry Knowlton is the author of the Alexa Williams suspense series,
including Dead of Autumn and Dead on the Delta. When not writing, she works
with her health care consulting business or travels the world. Many of her travel
stories are documented in the Beyond the Sunset series. She and her husband
live in the mountains of Southcentral Pennsylvania.
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